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Abstract
Background: Both clinical practice and research in spinal cord injury (SCI) continue to struggle with issues
of the quality and utility of outcome measures employed. Despite widespread deference to dicta on
‘‘reliability and validity,’’ systematic means of grading the level of evidence for measures are lacking.

Objectives: This paper explains the methods and principles for use in systematic reviews of measures in SCI.
It explains how extant measurement standards and principles can be elaborated for extant labels on various
types of reliability and validity to define a more judicious method of grading level of evidence. We aim to
initiate a process of discussion that will lead to improved systematic review of the measurement quality as a
basis for long-term improvements in outcomes measures and their application.

Methods: This paper is a conceptual review, based on established measurement standards and principles
and the incorporation of recent advances in measurement methodology. The scheme of grading of
measurement quality is illustrated by examples of measures of health, function, activity/participation, and
quality of life after SCI.

Results and Conclusions: It is possible to grade the quality of outcome measure in terms of level of
evidence, provided the nature of the construct being measured is defined as well as its main use. Definite
means of grading the level of evidence for measurement will help to identify priorities for measure
development and facilitate more appropriate uses of measures.
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INTRODUCTION

Valid, reliable, and sensitive outcome measures are

required in all fields of health care and for all types of

outcomes. The validity of existing scales is particularly

questioned for interventions that aim to improve function

or quality of life (QoL), but quality measurement is also

needed in studies of emerging curative interventions.

Both extant and newly developing interventions in

rehabilitation commonly aim to improve particular

aspects of function, and existing measures may not

incorporate aspects of function or QoL that the interven-
tion is likely to affect. The scarcity of fully validated
outcome measures can be particularly problematic in
many low-frequency conditions, including the different
levels and types of spinal cord injury (SCI). Expressed
another way, disability and rehabilitation measures are
concerned with the needs and problems of people with
disabilities, problems that differ from those of the general
population. Complaints of the irrelevance of the common
outcome measures employed in rehabilitation are com-
monly heard and have not diminished over the years. The
adequacy of existing instruments for measuring out-
comes needs to be systematically examined so that we
can know what new or modified instruments need to be
developed or tested (1). This paper addresses the
requirements for such a systematic examination.

In recent years, hundreds and even thousands of
outcome measures have been developed, including
scores of scales assessing activities of daily living, as well
as additional scores for instrumental activities of daily
living, handicap/community activities, physical and
mental health, and many diagnostic groups (2).
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Researchers, clinicians, administrators, and clinical out-
comes managers face the challenge of choosing the best
measure for the patient problems they treat, a choice that
is not always easy technically. Payers may require
progress reports, and these need to provide meaningful,
objective (reliable and valid) information on major
patient problems and progress. Any assessments they
require also need validation, and appeals based on
recognized criteria for reliability and validity of measures
can provide a strong argument. The difficulty of such
tasks is multiplied when there is a lack of accurate and
standardized information concerning the technical qual-
ity of measures, as well as confusion regarding standards
and methods for grading the quality of evidence for
measures. Researchers and practitioners are left to their
own devices to locate and evaluate a bewildering
assortment of data. Usually the most popular or
traditional measure is chosen, an understandable com-
promise but not necessarily one that ensures that the best
possible measure is chosen.

All of these problems have occurred despite wide-
spread awareness of traditional notions of ‘‘reliability and
validity’’ of measures. Measures of all types are described
as ‘‘reliable and valid,’’ without specification of how
reliable or how valid, or in what ways; the terms are
frequently used almost as a mantra, synonymous with
‘‘good,’’ rather than reflecting an evaluation of the quality
of a measure for a particular construct or application. The
thesis of this article is that traditional notions of ‘‘reliability
and validity’’ need to be reformulated—refined, elabo-
rated, simplified, and stated in terms of grades or levels—
to enable us to evaluate the level and type of evidence for
measures and thus to provide guidance for how measures
need to be improved and used.

OBJECTIVES
The purposes of this paper are:

� To provide a critique of existing measurement stan-
dards and to suggest profitable directions for future
improvement. More specifically, we will explain how
principles of measurement can be elaborated from the
level of indefinite principles or dichotomous judgment
to a more meaningful and judicious grading of level of
evidence.
� To introduce a method of systematically summarizing

the strengths and limitations of extant outcome
measures. The method of grading measures will be
illustrated by studies of measures of motor impairment,
functional activities, participation, and QoL among
people with SCI.

The paper notes issues and plans for the future. It is
designed to spark discussion that will lead to better
methods of grading the strengths and limitations of
outcomes measures, leading in turn to better measures
and to more useful research results in the future.

BACKGROUND AND BASIS
Motivation: Improving Measurement Standards
in Rehabilitation
A number of professional associations have published
standards for measurement of health-related outcomes
and performance over the years, including:

The American Psychological Association, in conjunction
with the American Educational Research Association (3),
The American Physical Therapy Association (4), and
The American Congress of Rehabilitation Medicine,
which published Measurement Standards for Interdisci-
plinary Medical Rehabilitation in 1992 (5).

These standards have encapsulated consensus re-
garding the most desirable scientific characteristics for
measures of experienced or observed health, function,
activity, and QoL. Based largely on ‘‘psychometric’’
principles and methods, the underlying statistical meth-
ods and criteria transcend psychology and have long been
applied to a wide variety of outcome constructs whose
measurement is largely probabilistic and that cannot be
measured in terms of physical or other natural science
quantities (3,6–8). Because many years have elapsed since
their publication, the question of whether these measure-
ment standards are still valid and up to date arises, and
there has now been sufficient time to accumulate
experience regarding needed improvements to facilitate
the application of measurement principles.

Measurement Principles
Measurement involves a systematic procedure for assign-
ing a number to an observation: permissible and firmly
based uses and inferences need to be distinguished from
false or misleading ones. The basic principles enunciated
in Measurement Standards for Interdisciplinary Rehabilita-
tion (5) still apply, but developments have occurred.

� The need to understand measurement reliability (free-
dom from random error) has remained, although more
sophisticated methods of computing reliability than
those found in classical test theory (CTT) are increas-
ingly employed. Improved methods of computing
reliability include more meaningful ways of conveying
reliability information (eg, the confidence interval for
error of measurement rather than difficult-to-interpret
statistics, such as the intraclass correlation coefficient);
approaches that attempt to identify multiple sources of
measurement error rather than reducing it to a single
parameter; approaches that attempt to identify differ-
ences in reliability across individuals measured; ap-
proaches involving more elaborated measurement
models than CTT. An improved version of measure-
ment standards should make reference to these
improvements.

� The need to understand and report measurement bias
has grown over time. Concerns about measurement
bias (viz, lack of double blinding) was at least as serious
a problem as scarcity of randomized clinical trials in
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systematic reviews of evidence in rehabilitation (9).
� Content and face validity remain a critical first step in

establishing the validity of a test or scale in both
traditional and contemporary approaches. A scale that
does not contain items on the main, logically expected
effects of an intervention, is not likely to be a valid or
sensitive measure of its effects. The passage of time has
taught measurement researchers the need to empha-
size content validity and the need to explicate at least a
simple theory of the needed content for a measure, that
is, a framework from which construct validity can begin
to be evaluated.

� Predictive or criterion-oriented validity remains essen-
tial because a useful scale predicts something outside of
itself. Many scales may be used to predict a particular
event, in which case knowledge of predictive validity
for that criterion becomes critical.

� Construct validity remains the overarching criterion and
still requires study of a network of relationships and
incorporates both convergent validity (whether the
measure is related to the things it should be related to,
according to best theory and knowledge) and discrim-
inant validity (the degree to which the measure is
distinguished from confounding factors).

� The improved measurement models in Rasch and item-
response theory (IRT) analysis can provide firmer
evidence of internal measurement validity than older
true score analyses of internal consistency (6,8,10–14).
It is now possible to transform raw (observed) scores,
whether they are observations of highly complex,
varying biological systems, or reports of QoL, into
objective linear measures with properties similar to
physical measures (15), with the exception that they
are more probabilistic and have greater random
measurement error than typical measures of physical
constructs, such as height, weight, and acceleration.

Validity remains the overarching criterion for evalu-
ation of measurement procedures, but understanding of
validity has grown over the years. It has become clear
that the position enunciated in old measurement
publications—that validity is dichotomous—is simplistic
and needs to be revised. Validity is not a simple
dichotomy (although dichotomous decisions may result
from application of a measure, and a particular threshold
may need to be set in a particular application or
situation). Rather, validity is a complex concept that
includes multiple characteristics of the construct to be
measured, relationships to other constructs, limitations,
and primary uses of the measure. Moreover, the validity
of a measure is not static. Evidence of validity evolves
over time: as one uses a measure in an increasing number
of studies, one obtains more and more empirical
information about allowable inferences from the measure
(and limitations of it). One’s understanding or theory of
the construct being measured should change as new
discoveries are made. At some point, development of a
measure moves from basic validation to enhancement of

understanding of the construct, which in turn can alter
aspects of the measure and its use. Validity also is not
entirely a property of the measure itself but involves the
intended purposes, uses, or inferences as well. In sum,
the validity of a measure has multiple attributes; it can
and should be graded; and it will evolve over time.

Developments: New Scales
The fields of psychometrics and health outcomes
measurement have continued to grow over the last 14
years. These years have seen the publication of large
number of new measures of health and function, with
research articles describing uses as well as refinements to
older scales (2,16–18). This growth shows the need for
measures that can be tailored to address particular
measurement problems but also raises questions about
proliferation of redundant measures and whether the
growth in measures will continue without end or
apparent order. Our own files have well more than 50
published scales of activities of daily living ADL alone.
Does the world need new scales of ADL? Which scale
should one choose? Are there still gaps in measurement?
Such questions occur in many areas of outcomes
measurement, and they deserve an answer. The quality
of outcome measures remains important, as does the
need to understand limitations, strengths, interrelation-
ships, and the most appropriate applications of various
measures.

Technical Developments
At the same time, uncertainties about technical psycho-
metric issues continue to confound attempts at agree-
ment on exact statistical criteria for measurement quality.
The growth of new-and-improved but technically differ-
ent psychometric methods (including Rasch analysis and
IRT models) has complicated matters. The methods are
based on different assumptions regarding probabilistic
measurement modeling and give rise to different
questions and technical criteria on measurement quality
(11,19). These models were developed to overcome
limitations and problems in classical test theory (CTT). In
fact, several IRT models have been developed to address
various measurement issues, including assumptions
concerning the possible responses and the construct
under consideration. There is an emerging consensus
among psychometricians that these new models are
superior to CTT in most circumstances (11,20), because
CTT is a special and sometimes rather limited case. Both
IRT and Rasch analysis alleviate problems with undetect-
ed ceiling and floor measurement, gaps in items,
redundancy, and many other potential problems en-
countered wi th o lder measurement mode l s
(6,8,11,13,21).

Use of CTT, however, persists, and in most cases CTT
methods do provide useful information. Additional
technical comparisons and much communication will
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be needed to overcome the differences between different
schools of metric analysis.

Both Rasch analysis and true IRT entail a reformula-
tion of classical notions of reliability and validity. Both are
methods of analysis of internal validity or structure (how
items in a scale relate to each other and to the construct
they are purported to measure), so that indicators of
desirable internal structure (eg, item separation and
separation reliability, information indicators) combine
aspects of both reliability and validity (that is, a ratio of
desirable to undesired or random variability is comput-
ed). Essentially, the newer methods provide stronger and
more stringent statistical indicators of metric interrela-
tionships among items in a possible scale. External
validity (how a scale relates to important variables outside
of itself) becomes quite separate and means essentially
the same as the traditional term, predictive validity.

Major Limitation: Practical Implementation
Perhaps the most important limitation to Measurement
Standards (5) has been the absence of an appropriate
method of implementing them. The Standards were
written at the level of scientific principle, not at a level of
specificity that permits and encourages implementation.
Extremely specific standards could also be criticized and
resisted as being inappropriate and counterproductive in
many circumstances: hence our caution in enunciating
points on which there is widest agreement and our
endeavor to be educational rather than prescriptive.
Nonetheless, without greater specification, standards are
of little specific use.

Developing and validating a new scale is a great deal
of effort and requires a series of studies. Measurement
standards should recognize the limitations of new
measures but not derogate them because they have not
yet achieved the sustained funding necessary to fully
validate them: improved measurement standards should
help us to judge whether there is a gap in extant
measures that needs to be filled.

Moreover, measurement standards should help
guide and encourage the development of better
measures and assist with their interpretation: researchers
should be able to use them to plan and justify their
application of measures and measure development
research, and peer review boards and editors should be
able to use standards to evaluate measures in proposals
and manuscripts. Finally, users of measures need
guidance on what measure they should choose for what
problem or domain. Improved measurement standards
should help users to choose measures in a practical way
using sound metric information presented in a consistent
framework.

Models for Improved Standards
Since publication of Measurement Standards, many
important standards relevant to health science have been
published. These include:

� The Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CON-
SORT) statement (22,23), which has been adopted by
an extraordinary array of medical journals. More
detailed criteria have been developed for specific types
of trials, but the strategy of starting with criteria for
randomized controlled trials in general is sensible. The
CONSORT statement has led to a demonstrable
improvement in reporting of clinical trials (24).

� Standards for Reporting of Diagnostic Accuracy
(STARD) have similarly been published and are being
adopted more and more widely (25).

� Standards and methods for grading the strength of
evidence for therapeutic interventions as well as for
diagnostic, screening, and prognosis studies have been
published and widely applied by the Cochrane Collab-
oration (26), the AAN (27), and an increasing number
of other organizations (28).

These standards and methods have been enormously
and increasingly influential. They have had a demonstra-
ble effect on scientific publications and clinical policy and
decision-making. This effect is due to the extensive
consensus-development work, resulting not only in a
statement of principles but also detailed operational
manuals with checklists or grading methods that permit
editors to evaluate the adequacy of manuscripts and
reviewers to grade the quality of evidence to be
synthesized. To develop improved measurement stan-
dards, we can learn from these examples.

Specific checklists are used in CONSORT and in
STARD, because the aim is to specify what scientific
editors and reviewers should look for (and authors should
include) in publications reporting clinical trials and
diagnostic methods, respectively. The strength of
evidence on a particular topic is based on a review of
multiple studies, and the accepted standard is to grade
strength in terms of multiple levels (26,27), typically:
Level 1 (very strong evidence, a finding that can be
considered to be established); Level II (good/probable
evidence); and Level III (some evidence, worth consider-
ing). Recommendations for further research are reported
as well, especially when evidence is insufficient to justify a
clinical practice recommendation. It should be possible to
employ such graded methods also to the evaluation of
the quality of measures for a well-defined construct or
application. Such manuals, checklists, and grading
methods are needed to advance measurement to the
next level.

Grading the Quality of Measures
Measurement Standards need to move from the level of
textbook statements of principles to more specific
methods of grading a scale’s quality and evaluating the
appropriateness of a particular application of that scale. If
measurement standards are to be applied fairly and
systematically, reviews of measures will need to employ
an ‘‘evidence table,’’ a grid, checklist, or rating scheme
based on criteria that can in principle be applied
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uniformly across potentially relevant measures. At present
there are no accepted or published standards or methods
for such grading. The absence of an established method
of grading evidence for outcome measures is a major
problem in rehabilitation science, because the goals of
rehabilitation interventions may not map well into extant
measures. Objective criteria for evaluating the severity of
this problem, however, are lacking. Prior published
standards and texts on development of health and
rehabilitation measures provide a basis in principle for
grading the quality of measures. These principles can be
elaborated and clarified to create a grading system.
Substantial work is needed to devise clear grading criteria
and instructions for grading the quality of measures, to
reach consensus, and to obtain experience and data on
their utility.

MEASURES OF HEALTH, FUNCTION, AND QoL
Working with a group of experienced researchers, we
have devised a method of grading the quality of
measures of health, function, and QoL and have begun
to apply it to SCI outcome measures. In the section
below, we introduce this method.

The method is primarily a grid that directs attention
to primary indicators of measurement quality. The grid is
a way of collecting key information and asking uniform
questions across scales. We also have attempted a
summary rating of the overall quality (validity) of each
measure reviewed. In the text below, we will explain the
principles involved and provide a few examples.

Operationally, the grids are provided in a blank
document so that space can expand when needed.
Extensive room is provided for comments, because
measures are complex and important points may not fall
into neat boxes. We recommend reviews of measures be
formatted to provide both a systematic evidence table
and a substantial textual introduction with a good deal of
qualification and explanation.

The First Step: Explain the Construct and Use of
the Measure
Evaluating the quality of a measure begins with (and after
much consideration, returns to) the construct being
measured. One cannot evaluate any measure or scale
without specifying what it is that one is attempting to
quantify, evaluate, or categorize. The authors of different
measures interpret a construct or rubric differently, and
one needs to know these differences to choose which
measure to use in a clinical trial or other research
application: a degree of elaboration (perhaps at least a
paragraph) is needed to explain the construct. Simple
rubrics (eg, ‘‘function,’’ ‘‘quality of life’’) are not enough
of a descriptor, as different authors interpret these terms
in very different ways. The most important criterion for
the quality of a measure can vary depending on the
specific construct, so that it is difficult or impossible to

uniformly and reliably grade the quality of measures of a
vague construct or broad domain.

The construct not only needs to be defined as well as
possible but also needs to be delimited, qualified, or
distinguished from other constructs with which it might
be confused. The aim is clarity, but not necessarily the
perfect clarity of a univocal attribute, because relevant
outcome constructs, such as health, function, and QoL,
have degree of richness, and there are almost always
uncertainties about how far a construct goes and when it
needs to be distinguished from similar or confounding
variables.

The use or main purpose of a scale will affect one’s
evaluation of its quality. At least the primary application
of the scale should be specified, as well as the main
criterion that one would expect a valid scale would
predict, because one expects that a valid measure will
predict something important outside of itself.

Construct validity is generally considered to be the
ultimate form of validity, and it can be simply explained
as whether a measurement procedure yields numbers
that ‘‘behave’’ as they should according to theory.
Construct validity is evaluated in terms of an interrelated
set of ideas regarding a measure’s content, internal
structure, and what it should do, and what it should not
do. One cannot judge construct validity if one does not
know the construct and its closely associated theory or
framework. In sum, at least a simple ‘‘theory’’ of the
construct should be explicated to enable the validity of
the measure to be judged.

Scale Content
Systematic description of a measure begins by describing
the name of the scale and its content (Table 1). This can
usually be done using language provided by the scale’s
author; examples of scale items may be provided to
clarify scale content. These descriptions help a potential
user to judge ‘‘face validity’’ and whether the scale
assesses the domain of interest. When reviewing a group
of scales that assess a similar domain, description of the
usual content might be abbreviated, emphasizing
nuances or variations of content provided by the
particular scale.

A basic issue in evaluating a scale is whether it
measures one construct or dimension, or two, or several.
This is a general consideration for an evidence review on
measurement, and it is considered in the second row of
the grid, because other ratings will not make sense unless
it is considered up front.

As an example of a construct definition, QoL is
universally accepted as an important outcome domain
but is defined in various ways. The term QoL is used to
denote health-related QoL and global well-being and as a
superordinate construct embracing virtually all of expe-
rienced outcomes (29). QoL and life satisfaction are
separate constructs from functional independence or
such mental states as anxiety (30). One must inspect the
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particular QoL measure used in a particular study to
identify the QoL domain that is measured (29).

An example of internal structural analysis is provided
by Graves and colleagues’ IRT analysis of ASIA Motor Scale
scores (31). The analysis demonstrated that measure-
ment error is reduced by use of separate upper and lower
extremity subscales, a result that neatly parallels Marino’s
finding that predictive validity for functional indepen-
dence is improved by use of such subscales (32).

Administration
To choose a scale, users need to know basic character-
istics of scale administration, such as:

� The basic type of scale or mode of administration.
� Whether it is adapted for use by key disability groups

(eg, self-controlled computer administration for use by
persons with tetraplegia, Braille, spoken versions for
persons with vision impairment).
� Burden indicators, such as number of items, time to

completion, and cost. Space is provided to summarize
each of these scale characteristics (Table 2).

Reliability
The reliability of a measurement procedure, which we
broadly define as freedom from random error, needs to
be understood to interpret its results and to answer
questions, such as whether 2 numeric results really
(probably) differ and whether one should have high,
moderate, or low confidence in inferences from the
measure: unreliability constrains validity. For a measure
to be accepted as reasonably ‘‘reliable and valid,’’
information on scale reliability or reproducibility should
be reported (Table 3).

A difficulty is that different measurement frameworks
(CTT, IRT, and Rasch) provide different ways of comput-
ing reliability. Although the authors recommend Rasch or
IRT models, the current condition of the literature is that
many measures have not yet received this level of
analysis. Meanwhile, CTT coefficients, such as Cronbach’s
coefficient alpha, are still widely employed and provide
some information. To be inclusive, space is provided in
the grid for summary statistics and evidence from both
CTT and IRT/Rasch analytical methods.

Table 1. Scale Content

Scale Name Name (with reference number)

Description Explain the construct being measured, emphasizing content in plain English.
Provide the author’s labels and describe the nature of items if, as is often the
case, the label does not fully explain the content. The construct and domain
being measured should be further explained in text.

Subscales/internal structure Note each subscale (or dimension) using labels of author. Brief introductory
description only.

Statistical support Report statistics used by the author to support claims of unidimensionality/
multidimensionality, usually a form of factor analysis. For single item scales, say
‘‘1 item/NA.’’ For unidimensional scales, say ‘‘see reliability.’’ If the support is
conceptual rather than empirical, say so. (In a Rasch framework, look for factor
structure of residuals; cross-reference separation reliability.)

Comment Comment on content or face validity or method of scale development. For example,
was the scale developed by experts or persons with a disability? Are there clear
indicators of sensitivity/insensitivity to the concerns of people with spinal cord
injury/disability? Similarly, comment on internal reliability and structure, such as
whether you feel evidence of dimensionality is strong, medium, weak, or
misleading, whether alternate solutions are possible but not stated above.

Table 2. Administration

Type/mode Note the basic type/nature of the instrument in terms of data collection, (eg, questionnaire
on subjective or objective items, rating of performance, instrumented assessment,
computerized).

Disability adaptation Note issues regarding necessary adaptations for tetraplegia/other disabilities.

Burden indicators Number of items, expense, time to administer, special equipment, training required or
available. Also record indications of risk or discomfort.

Comment Optional comment on administration, burden/practicality to person and others.
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Which form of reliability is most important also
depends on the nature of the scale and its application.
Inter-rater reliability should be reported for a judgmental
rating of patient performance: internal consistency scores
are not enough. Test-retest reliability or stability is
important when assessing a construct (eg, behavior
problems, pain, autonomic function) that varies over
time. Instructions in Table 3 provide some technical
information but are not meant to be comprehensive.

It is also valuable to report reliability in terms that a
clinical professional can understand (eg, in terms of
standard error of measurement or confidence intervals
rather than in terms of ICCs).

Finally, most measures are subject to biases. Self-
reports of subjective states, for instance, are subject to
social desirability reporting biases. Bias is also a validity

issue, but validity can remain if one accounts for
magnitude and direction of likely bias. At the same time,
results of a study or clinical assessment procedure may be
discredited if biases go unaddressed.

Indicators of internal validity and reliability should be
distinguished from indicators of external validity. Internal
validity includes internal consistency, item separation
reliability, factor structure, and all other indicators of
internal structure in static analysis (stability as a measure
of change being a separable issue). External validity
includes predictive validity, discriminant validity, and
other data on generalizability and relationships to
variables outside of the scale’s item set itself. Although
this remains a logical structure, we have found that many
raters, having been trained in CTT, have difficulty with this
distinction, and so the grid here retains traditional labels.

Table 3. Reliability/Reproducibility

Internal consistency classical framework Relevant to all multi-item summative scales. Report primary available statistics.
Reliability statistics, such as SEM and others, may also be reported if they are
the only information available. Cronbach alpha or standardized item alpha are
most commonly reported. Not applicable for single-item scales.

Reliability: item-response theory
(IRT) or Rasch framework

In 2p or 3p IRT framework, report marginal reliability (or test information
function). In Rasch framework, report item separation reliability in decimal
terms (eg, 9); measure-to-residual variance ratio could also be reported.

Interrater, test-retest, and other
reliability/reproducibility
characteristics

Key statistics and information are reported here. In grading the adequacy of
reliability information, the needed form and degree of reliability depends on
the nature and application of the test. For multipoint scales, relevant statistics
on reliability/reproducibility include, among other possible statistics, the
following:

� Bland-Altman Limits of Agreement are commonly used to describe
reproducibility (33).

� Intraclass correlation coefficients are commonly reported.

� Measurement error is an interpretable way of conveying reliability information,
because uncertainty can be conveyed in terms of a band of uncertainty for both
research and clinical decisions.

For ratio-level scales (eg, measures of physical quantities), Lin’s Concordance
Correlation Coefficient is an excellent statistic to summarize overall accuracy
or reproducibility (34).

For observations of performance or other judgments of complex observable
phenomena, inter-rater reliability needs to be reported. Not directly applicable
to subjective quality-of-life assessments.

Because most measures are used to evaluate degree of change, test-retest
reliability or stability should be tested. This test characteristic affects sensitivity
to change.

Report indicators of bias, such as higher scores are obtained in morning, higher
ratings of less depressed patients. Information on sources of unreliability
enhances understanding and use of measures.

Bias Bias is when a measurement procedure gives results that are systematically too
high or low with different raters, situations, or personal incentives. Although it
is often not reported, bias in measurement is potentially very serious and
needs to be reported whenever possible.

Comment Comment on reliability or reproducibility, such as whether it is so low that it
can be used only with repeated testing or in group studies.
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Validity
Validity is a complex and multifaceted construct, and
most of the rating grid is therefore devoted to different
aspects of validity (Tables 4a and 4b). To provide a
proper grading of a measure, it is important to prespecify
the most important validity characteristics of the
construct and the main use of the measure in question.
If, for instance, a functional measure is used primarily to
forecast future continuing support requirement, then it
should be validated against measures of support needs,
types, and hours.

Sensitivity to change remains a critical criterion for
clinical measures (Table 4a). Acute rehabilitation popu-
lations are, as a rule, changing in function, and a measure
that does not show change in the clinic is likely to be
insensitive and invalid. Although greater sensitivity is
usually good, outcome measures should not be chosen
purely to be sensitive to the effect of the intervention or
to show change: the main outcome should reflect
activities, capabilities, or effects that are valued by people
served (‘‘clinically significant’’). Over time, awareness has
increased that sensitivity to change can and should be
quantified (eg, in terms of standard error of measurement
or other coefficients of reproducibility that provide a
confidence interval). Patients whose improvement scores
are less than the SEM may not really have improved at all.
Newer statistical methods can also test whether the
equal-interval structure of a measure is maintained upon
retest (35).

As examples of sensitivity issues, it is well known that
SCI patients’ scores on the Functional Independence
Measure (FIM) improve during rehabilitation. The cogni-

tive items on the FIM, however, are not designed to be
sensitive to possible improvements in attention or recall
memory among patients who have both traumatic brain
injury and SCI. The Spinal Cord Independence Measure is
somewhat more sensitive to improvement than the FIM
among patients with SCI, apparently because it includes
additional domains and items (36).

Understanding of ‘‘ceiling’’ and ‘‘floor’’ issues is also
essential to selection and interpretation of a scale. One
would not use an oven thermometer to measure the
temperature of a person, because the lowest grade on
the oven thermometer may be 150 degrees: the measure
has a floor problem. Similarly, the human thermometer
has a ‘‘ceiling’’ problem in measuring oven temperature.
A scale like the PF-10 (the 10 physical function items in
the Short-Form 36 [SF-36]) cannot be expected to show
improved function among people with complete tetra-
plegia, even if they in fact improve, because their physical
functioning is below the floor of that scale. Conversely, a
person may be discharged from inpatient rehabilitation
at the top of the FIM scale but may need additional
speed, strength, and endurance to successfully manage a
household and return to work: the FIM has a ceiling
problem for studies of community participation (37,38).

Developments in psychometrics promise a better and
clearer way of evaluating the technical quality of an
additive, conjoint measure. In Rasch analysis, the core
indicator of the quality of a measure is item separation
(also expressible as item separation reliability): a set of
items with high item separation reliability can in all
probability be employed as a scale. (Other questions can
and should also be asked, eg, dimensionality, interpreta-

Table 4a. Validity Indicators

Sensitivity to
change

Report evidence regarding scale sensitivity or changes in scale properties over time,
emphasizing change relevant to interventions in spinal cord injury (SCI). Cross-reference
above information on test-retest reproducibility/reliability, which constrains sensitivity. In
Rasch or item-response theory (IRT), report whether dynamic stability has been tested.
Note other reports of insensitivity to change that actually occurs or of sensitivity to
meaningless changes.

Ceiling/floor Measurement ceiling and floor issues can determine whether change is detected or obscured
by the measure. Report indicators of ceiling and floor effects, such as percentage at highest
or lowest scale levels (eg, the great majority of SCI patients have maximum scores on Functional
Independence Measure (FIM) cognitive items).

If possible, also report highest and lowest level items, such as stairs is the most difficult item
in the motor FIM.

Comment Is the scale insensitive to clinically significant changes? Or does it detect changes that are
meaningless to most people with SCI/the problem at issue?

IRT/Rasch validity
coefficients

Report main statistics on model fit. In 2p and 3p IRT, report information function. In a Rasch
framework, report item and person separation (and number of strata measured, if provided). Not
applicable for single-item ratings and physical scales.

Other key indicators IRT: best performing item, number of items at which information peaks. IRT or Rasch: other indicators
the author considers important.

Comment Summarize/comment.
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tion, stability over time, fit to a population.) The
information function (a function that is inversely related
to the error of measurement over the different levels of
theta) provides a method of evaluating the efficiency and
reliability of a measure for the population (39).

Criterion-Oriented Validity
Concurrent validity. The term ‘‘gold standard’’ is often

used to describe the current best-accepted measurement
methods. Reviewers should be aware that the ‘‘gold
standard’’ may be brass at best: the criterion measure is
likely to have measurement limitations and flaws as well.
Consequently, we initially de-emphasized concurrent
validity in our rating grid (Table 4b): validating a new
experimental scale against an existing-but-also-weakly-
validated scale provides only a questionable scientific
advance, possibly adding redundancy and confusion
rather than an improved tool.

Nonetheless, concurrent validity remains important.
Those considering adoption of a new assessment method
will want to know the relationship of the new scale to the

best accepted of current methods, even if it is a clinical
judgment of unknown reliability and validity. Scales
benefit from being validated against the current best-
accepted measurement method because this adds to
understanding of the scale and to the interpretations that
are logically possible (validity). For instance, a new scale
might be essentially identical to the established scale, but
it may be simpler and may also have greater range,
avoiding ceiling and floor problems for some patients.
The validity correlations and inferences of the prior scale
then hold for the new scale, which is more practical, and
the new scale would be preferred for persons who face
high-level, or very basic, challenges.

As an example of knowledge provided by study of
concurrent validity, Andresen has reported that similar
constructs on the SF-36 and the Behavioral Risk Factors
Surveillance System are correlated (40). The SF-36 vitality
scale and the single Behavioral Risk Factors Surveillance
System item asking about ‘‘days full of energy’’ correlate
highly (r ¼ 0.8). In contrast, Instrumental Activities of
Daily Living and the Quality of Well Being correlate

Table 4b. Criterion-Oriented Validity

Concurrent validity Whether the scale predicts other measures of the same construct (or same labeled
construct) measured at the same time. For diagnostic studies, you can report
concordance with other useful diagnostic procedures here.

Criterion-oriented validity:
predictive (and
discriminant)

Report the predictive coefficient for the most important predictive use. If there is a
clear categorical ‘‘gold standard’’ (eg, diagnostic or prognostic study), report
accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and positive predictive value. Discriminant validity
could also be reported. Does the scale distinguish between 2 outcomes or 2
groups that need to be distinguished?

Clinical utility Also called prescriptive validity and consequential validity. Do decisions in clinical
practice alter depending on the measure? Note or rate extent of use in clinical
practice per expert knowledge: not used, rarely, occasionally, frequently, very
frequently/routinely.

Other validity Report any other validity data here.

Comment Space for optional comment on details of above validity information.

Population Applicability

Applicability in SCI
(vs other groups)

Describe use in SCI. (Describe other major groups and settings in which the scale has
shown utility if use in SCI is limited.) Note any important indicators of problems/
misfit in application to some subgroups of persons with SCI. (If Rasch analysis or
other advanced metric analysis has been performed, person fit statistics should/
could be reported. Note type of people misfitting, if reported, in comment section.)

Language(s)/multicultural
issues

Note if available in alternate languages. If desired, also note if special procedures have
been employed to ensure accuracy of translation (eg, back translation). If desired,
note important research on multicultural issues.

Norms Note whether reliable information on norms is available, such as population norms
for SCI graded by level and completeness of impairment, age, or gender.

Extent of use in SCI If an exact count is not feasible, use a gross indicator to quantify extent of use in
SCI: none/virtually none, a few (eg, 2–4), many (eg, 5–10), extensive use
(eg, 10 or more).

Comment Comment on comparative extent and validity of use in SCI and other populations.
If the scale was developed primarily in another group, comment on whether it is
promising in SCI.
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inversely (r ¼ �0.45), because these measure different
outcome constructs.

Predictive validity. A useful scale should predict
something outside of itself. Indicators of desirable
internal structure do not tell a user whether a measure
will work well for any given purpose. Full validation of a
scale entails gathering of data on predictive validity for its
common uses. ‘‘Pre’’-diction here should usually be of a
future event, preferably a ‘‘gold standard’’ or other
important criterion. For example, a measure of
functional independence should predict minutes of
assistance per day. Some scales predict multiple useful
criteria, enhancing their utility and multipurpose validity,
but predictive validity should at least be reported for the
main use of a scale. Information on discriminant validity
can be recorded in the box as well.

Predictive validity coefficients are a function of the
degree of variability in the group sampled. Use of a
‘‘pure’’ sample is not necessarily a virtue in predictive
studies: excluding people and circumstances that are
commonly encountered in practice but that confound
prediction artificially inflates predictive coefficients. The
highest quality predictive studies will apply to the range
of individuals commonly encountered in clinical practice:
predictive or prognostic validity itself can be graded
using Cochrane (26) and AAN (27) criteria.

Knowledge of predictive relationships is needed to
enhance and confirm understanding of measures. For
example, the Quality of Well-Being scale, Instrumental
Activities of Daily Living, and physical health measures of
the Behavioral Risk Factors Surveillance System and SF-36
all show greater impairment for quadriplegia than
paraplegia; this provides a basic, although not
surprising, confirmation of validity (40). Studies have
found predictive relationships between neurologic level of
injury and physical functioning measures; as one would
expect, SCI affects health-related QoL, but it most strongly
impairs QoL associated with physical functioning (41).

Clinical utility. Clinical utility, or prescriptive validity, is
sufficiently important that we listed it separately on the
grid. A minimum criterion for a claim that a measure is of
clinical utility is that some practical clinical or policy
decision (or decision by the person or family) changes as
a consequence of the measure. Ideally, decisions are
improved, and employing the measurement procedure
leads to improved treatment and outcomes for the
person. A surprising number of measures of function
and QoL lack specific evidence of utility.

Population applicability. Issues of population
applicability need to be addressed, even beyond
application to the primary diagnostic group, such as
SCI. Information on language versions and any
information on multicultural validity or biases should be
conveyed to assist with evaluation of a scale.

In addition, modern IRT and Rasch measurement
models provide substantial information on misfitting
individuals. The Rasch measurement model intrinsically

and routinely reports ‘‘person separation,’’ which is
related to how well individuals are discriminated in the
study sample and whether persons themselves form an
ordered hierarchy. Rasch analysis also naturally provides
indicators of person fit and misfit: some scales fit 99% of
persons measured, whereas others fit small percentages,
because some people have an unusual hierarchy of
abilities. Data on whom the measure works and on who
misfits should be reported.

Measures assess a defined content or domain, and
any individuals may be concerned with a different set of
items from that in any particular scale, giving rise to
continuing controversy about the use and validity of
standardized assessment itself, as opposed to qualitative
research methods or even ad hoc and intuitive
approaches. Measures that perfectly fit every individual
may never be possible, but improved information on
those to whom a measure logically applies (and does not
apply) will ameliorate inappropriate applications of
measures.

Finally, data on norms assist in interpretation and use
of a measure, and the extent of use of the measure
(number of studies employing it) is a potent if not precise
indicator of scale quality.

Overall Summary Rating
In fields as diverse as restaurant rating and systematic
reviews of the evidence on health interventions, quality
ratings are summarized into a simple multipoint rating.
Such ratings may be viewed as useful simplifications:
potential users need to have an efficient way of locating
relevant scales with at least some information on scale
quality, and they need guidance in judging the amount
of evidence in favor of the scale.

After summarizing data on scale reliability and
validity, reviewers are asked to summarize the extent of
favorable evidence for the scale, that is, to rate overall
validity (Table 5). Reliability, validity, and other charac-
teristics are to be considered for the construct and main
use(s) specified initially. Reliability and validity are rather
easily grouped together under validity, because reliability
is a component of validity; unreliability generally
constrains validity.

We have used a 5-point rating system here, but in
practice we expect that 3 levels will be employed: one
would not usually review a scale lacking published
reliability/validity evidence (dot, no stars), and very few
scales will have truly comprehensive validity information
(4 stars). The SF-36 would be rated as having such
comprehensive information as a generic scale of general
population health, but there is much less evidence for its
use in disability research, including SCI (1,42).

An innovation in the rating is the explicit consider-
ation of evidence from outside of the diagnostic group
(here, SCI). A scale of general function, participation, or
QoL that is well validated in other groups should not be
excluded from a review of activity, participation, or QoL
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outcome measures, because it may well be relevant to
the particular diagnostic or disability group under
consideration. At the same time, its validity for the
disability group of concern would ordinarily be down-
graded, because there are likely to be concerns regarding
applicability of some of its items. Greater specification of
these caveats will be valuable. A review of measures of
disease symptoms or specific outcomes would not
ordinarily consider studies of other populations, but the
impact of disease is a different construct from general
functional level, activity, participation, or QoL.

We realize that this overall rating is experimental and
more evidence of its reliability and validity is required. At
the same time, we feel that it is no longer satisfactory to
leave the issue of measurement quality to the informal
understanding that supports the current mix of high-
quality measures and chaos. There is widespread agree-
ment among scientists at least on basic principles of
measurement, and if these principles can be operational-
ized in a grading system, they can be tested and improved
and will ultimately have greater reality and utility.

Lessons from Employing the Grids and Grading
System
Gathering all of the information about measures of a
construct can be a considerable amount of work, more
than is usually possible without adequate resources and
funding. Reviewers found that it took considerable effort
to employ the grids. Reviewers also need training in
psychometric terminology, and expert support is needed
to answer questions. Measurement studies are often not
indexed in a simple or direct way. As with other complex

review topics, multiple searches are needed, experts need
to be contacted, and many studies need to be evaluated
for relevance.

Reviewers need to understand that it is acceptable for
many or even most cells to be empty. A comprehensive
set of cells and criteria was created because each can be
relevant, but one expects that very few measures will
have been studied in all aspects. Nonetheless, the
application of a uniform grid enables fairer comparison
of the extent of study of different measures and illustrates
the research that needs to be done to fully validate
outcome measures.

The overall rating of quality at the end proved feasible,
but there was little variation, with most scales of function
and QoL in SCI being rated as having minimal validity (2
stars). This was expected: scales with almost no validity
information were excluded from review, and few outcome
measures have had such extensive study that they can be
rated as fully or satisfactorily validated in SCI. The reliability
of the rating scheme will require further study.

Our experience has not suggested that dichotomous
yes-no judgments would be easier or more accurate than
the multilevel grading. Perhaps a yes-no judgment would
be possible if a construct and application of the measure
were specified with precision, but the practice is always
to describe a generalizable construct and at best a main
use. Moreover, constructs are usually complex and even
vague, injecting uncertainty into attempts to evaluate the
quality of measures. Different uses will also require
different levels of strength of evidence about a measure,
and a rating of measurement quality will be more useful if
it applies to the construct at issue and is robust at least

Table 5. Overall Summary Rating

Overall rating of quality in
spinal cord injury (SCI)

* No formal validity/reliability information published or content inappropriate.
Do not review.

$Questionable or insufficient. Little or no formal validity or reliability evidence,
possibly questionable content for SCI. Development is required for application to
SCI.

$$Minimal validity. Apparently applicable content with good validity/reliability in
another group but little use in SCI. Or used in SCI but some limitations shown or
with little reliability/validity information. Further development is desirable. Scale
can be used if there are no alternatives, but firm conclusions are not possible
given the preliminary and modest degree of validity evidence.

$$$Content and metric reliability and validity shown. Adequately/reasonably
valid for the main defined purpose. (Widely used outside of SCI, with formal studies/
use in SCI.). OK to use in studies, although checking of assumptions or small
improvements may be desirable to further improve the measure (eg, classical
measures would benefit from item-response theory or Rasch analysis).

$$$$Extensively validated and widely used. Very well established as valid for the
specific construct (eg, Short Form-36 for primary care).

Summary comment Comment on extent of use and validity in general. Has it been used in clinical practice,
research, or policy? Does the scale have construct validity, as indicated by a complex
predicted pattern of theoretically expected relationships, free from confounding?
What are biases/problems? These comments will ultimately go best in text.
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across a group of interrelated practical uses. Moreover,
evidence regarding the multiple characteristics of a
measure evolves and increases over time, and only a
multilevel or graded vocabulary can convey levels of
evidentiary development.

Questions have arisen as to whether more finely
graded ratings are possible. One suggestion is to devise a
grading method for components of measurement quality
(eg, for reliability, internal structural characteristics,
predictive validity for the primary criterion). The possi-
bility of multilevel grading of components of measure-
ment quality deserves investigation. Systematic reviews
in other fields of health care have found that strength of
evidence can only be clearly graded with regard to a
particular clinical assertion (5,26,27). Reliable, meaning-
ful, multilevel ratings of the quality of measures are likely
to require precise specification of the construct and/or
uses of the measure.

Comment on Measures of Physical and Biological
Constructs
Principles of reliability (freedom from random error) and
validity in psychometrics were originally derived from
scientific and statistical principles employed in the natural
sciences for accuracy and reliability of measures. Principles
of reliability and validity are applicable to measures of
physical/biological constructs, as well as to nonphysical or
psychosocial constructs, at least in an abstract, generic way:

� Reliability and error rates need to be evaluated and
tested, rather than assumed, for both. Unreliability, that
is, the degree of random error, needs to be quantified
for measures of physical and biological constructs (43).
� Statistical methods for characterizing error rates,

reliability, accuracy (if there is a definite quantitative
criterion), and predictive validity are largely the same,
or overlap.
� Statistically, distinctions between levels of measure-

ment (categorical vs ordinal vs equal-interval) are more
important than whether the construct being measured
is physical or psychosocial.
� Evidence of the predictive validity and utility of

measures of physical and biological constructs is also
valuable. Important limitations, likely biases, and
caveats should be specified.

At the same time, there are important differences.
Physical and biological constructs may not be measured
using additive, conjoint (averaging) methods. Greater
precision is often (but not always) possible when
measuring physical quantities compared with psychoso-
cial ones. A rating form for physical and biological
measures is available upon request.

SUMMARY
The application of research findings to practice com-
monly requires years of effort and experience. Similarly,
the application of measurement principles to research

and practice takes effort and recurrently improved
formulations. We know now that the terms ‘‘validity’’
and ‘‘reliability’’ need to be qualified and graded. Beware
of unqualified statements that a measure is ‘‘reliable and
valid’’: ask more questions.

� What is the degree of reliability? No scale is perfectly
‘‘reliable’’ without qualification. Is the measure reliable
enough to use for the applicable decision about
individuals? Or is reliability only sufficient for inferences
about a group average? What factors bias measurement
results?

� What is the exact construct that the scale attempts to
measure? A single word is not enough.

� For what inference or application is the scale valid?
What is the nature and strength of evidence for this
use? Has the inference or use been definitely demon-
strated? Or is the inference merely probable? Based on
authority and popularity? Logical and desired but
unproven?

� All scales and all constructs have limitations. What are
sensible caveats or limitations?

� For whom is the scale most useful or valid? Scales often
do not apply to all individuals, even all individuals in the
group for which they were designed.

If we can initiate a process whereby the terms
‘‘reliable and valid’’ are routinely elaborated with more
graded but still simple language—‘‘minimally/moderate-
ly/established as valid to measure x for population y’’ —
we will have achieved an improvement over current
practice.

Improving Measurement Standards
We are now in a position to know how to improve extant
measurement standards, making them more operational
and useful in practice. The 1992 Measurement Standards
need (a) technical revisions and elaborations at certain
points, (b) a checklist to make it operational for journal
editors and reviewers, and (c) a method of synthesizing
and grading evidence from multiple measurement
studies so that the quality of alternative measures of a
construct can be summarized. Reliable grading of the
quality of a measure is only possible with clear
specification of the construct being quantified and a
purpose or application. When this is done, the quality or
validity of the measure can be judged, and strongly based
inferences can be distinguished from probable or merely
possible ones.

Improved measurement can move the whole field of
rehabilitation and health outcomes research forward,
including SCI research and practice. Further work will be
needed to:

� Test and demonstrate the acceptability, reliability, and
utility of the rating scheme.

� Refine the rating scheme and to clarify and elaborate
instructions.

� Network with other organizations and experts in the US
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and international community concerned with measure-
ment quality.

Methods can be devised to grade the quality of
measures. Development and testing of such methods
should help us to know when an outcome domain has
strong, reasonably adequate, or weak measures; to
identify gaps in measurement; to identify the best
measures; and to identify the ways in which extant
measures require further validation or improvement. The
authors of this paper invite critique and comment on
these important issues.
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ERRATUM

Re: Akhavan A, et al. Pilot evaluation of functional question-
naire for predicting ability of patients with tetraplegia to self-
catheterize after continent diversion. J Spinal Cord Med.
2007;30:491–496.

Appendix 1 (Functional questionnaire) should have been titled,
‘‘The Capabilities of Upper Extremity Instrument’’ as originally
published in Marino RJ, Shea JA, Stineman MG. Arch Phys Med
Rehabil. 1998;79:1512–1521. The appendix should have
clearly indicated the original source and that the authors
modified the questionnaire by adding questions 18–22.
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